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Safety Policy Changes  per the CAP National Board 

 The Civil Air Patrol safety program is slowing moving towards a solid 

Safety Management System (SMS) with improvements to staff structure, data 
analysis, and safety policies. Highlights  of the policy changes that were 

proposed, discussed, and approved by CAP’s National Board this year are: 

1) There now is a provision for cadet safety officer as an assistant to the unit 

staff safety officer in all units, inclusive of all squadrons, wings, regions, 
and national level. Training for cadet safety officers will model the 

technician level safety officer specialty track. The adding of safety bling to 
the CAP uniform has yet to be determined by the uniform committee, but 

is on the horizon. Watch for more on this in the near future, but start 
thinking about who your first cadet safety officer will be. 

2) There has been a modification to the recognition program of safety 
excellence. Once upon a time units would be awarded a certificate of 

achievement for a mishap free year. This has been removed because 
there has been a change to the definition of mishap, to be explained later, 
and this certificate of achievement created a barrier to reporting. For this 

calendar year (2010) units will be given a Certificate of Achievement for 
Incident and Accident Free Year; however, next year (2011) units will be 

moved into a milestones for success program and will receive recognition 
for different successes. As an example, 10,000 hours of accident and 

incident free flying, or 2,000 miles of accident and incident free driving, 
and so on.  

3) The Basic Safety Course no longer is defined as the must-take 
introductory safety education course for new members. The course name 

has been omitted from the regulation, but still requires introductory 
safety training to be completed. The course that has been put into place 

of the Basic Safety Course is now the “Introduction to CAP Safety for New 
Members.”  This course now must be completed as a part of a Senior 

Members Level I requirements and as a part of a cadets Curry 
Achievement requirements.  All members will be required to take this 
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course by 31 December 2010 in accordance with updated national policy.  
The selected course that now is provided also meets the requirements of 

initial ORM training required by CAP members and educates CAP members 
on their permissions to stop events, “Knock it Off,” if eminent danger or 

risk is perceived.  

4) There have been some definition changes and additions to mishap 

classifications in CAPR 62-2, CAP’s regulation on mishap reporting and 
investigation. Those definitions  and classifications are: 

 

a. Mishap means any unplanned or unsought event, or series of 

events, that result in or has the potential to cause death, injury, or 
damage to equipment or property. 

b. Mechanical means a mishap related to mechanical malfunction 
only; however, is not a result of failure to perform routine 

maintenance. 

c. Near Miss means a mishap in any circumstance where the in-flight 
separation between aircraft constituted a hazardous situation involving 

potential risk of collision.  This determination and reporting shall be the 
responsibility of all assigned crew members.  The PIC will be the 

cognizant official in filing any “near miss” ” report that involves his or 
her crew. 

d. Weather means any mishap that is attributed to unforseen weather 
events, such as hail, high wind, flooding, etc., where preventative 

measures cannot be put in place in a timely fashion. 

e. Vandalism means any mishap that is a result of acts of malice towards 

CAP property where a police report is filed. 

f. Non-CAP means any mishap that is not the responsibility of CAP.  An 

example is a mishap occurring before or after a CAP activity where the 
home-to-work rule would apply. 

g. Safety Deviation means any mishap that is perceived as an unsought 
safety act, most commonly defined as any act that is non-compliance 
with CAP rules, regulations, or other defined policies, as well as local, 

state, or national laws or regulations, that could result in injury or 
damage to CAP members or equipment.  These “at-risk” behaviors that 

occur in motion that involved CAP members, not to be confused with 
static risks, defined as hazards, that are identified in CAP’s online 

hazard reporting system, formerly known as a Form 26.  The exception 
to this is aircraft in-air related, which is defined as “near-miss.” 

h. Other means any mishap that is a one-time occurrence that is not the 
result of human factors and does not fall into a different classification 

category that is defined in this attachment. 
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i. Pre-existing Condition means any mishap where medical conditions 
of a member that are an undisclosed result in a mishap. This also could 

be attributed to a member’s failure to follow limitations set due to a 
pre-existing condition. 

 

 

Predictive Safety vs. Reactive Safety 

 During the Winter National Board of Civil Air Patrol held in February 2010, at 
Washington D.C., a safety summit was held where commanders of CAP were asked 
in an open floor forum, “Where is the next mishap going to occur in CAP?”  The 

responses were: 

 

Prediction Number of Occurrences since the prediction 

Cadet Injury  - Unsupervised Physical Activity >1         

CPFT Injury (3X) 10+ 

Cadet Injury at Basic Encampment (3X) 10+ 

Cadet Injury at a Cadet Activity (2X) 10+ 

Cadet Fall on Ice >2 

Bodily Injury at this Activity (SM) (2X) 1 

SM Fall on Ice >1 

Cadet Blisters 10+ 

If We Do our Job - ZERO Still waiting 

 

 

 We have the ability to be predictive of where and what is going to occur, but do 
we wait for it to occur to figure out how to prevent the mishaps from occuring. 

Last month, the topic shared was, “The Way We ALWAYS Do It!” and by 
predicting what is going to occur in February,  we planned measures to change 

“The Way We 
ALWAYS Do It?” 

 

  Is a 92 percent  
success rate good 

enough?  In this 
fiscal year, 8 

percent  of our 
aircraft fleet was 

down for mishap 
related, 

preventable 
occurrences.  

This is what that 
looks like: 
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This is what 8 percent means: : 

47 
This number represents the total number of aircraft taken out of service 
because of preventable mishaps.  

 

 

 

 

 

Is 98 percent  
good enough?  In 

this fiscal year, 2 
percent  of our 

motorized fleet 
was taken out of 

service for repairs 
because of 

preventable 
mishaps.  

 

 

This is what that 

looks like: 
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This is what 2 percent means:  
 

20 
This was the total number of powered vehicles that were taken out of service 

because of preventable mishaps. 

 

 

 

 

 

If 99 percent  was 
CAP’s success rate 

we would say that is 
EXCELLENT, wouldn’t 

we? That is a 1 
percent margin of 

mishaps, outstanding 
work, great job.  

 

This is what that 
looks like: 

 

 

 

 

 

Not too shabby right? 
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This is what 1 percent means:  

 

337 
 

This is the total number of mishaps that were preventable in the injury category 

with 80 percent  of these being cadet injuries that were preventable. 

 

These numbers are all numbers that generate a reaction, but when the mishaps 
were reviewed, these also were events that were predicted. 

 

So, if reactive data, combined with personal experience, creates predictive data, 

what is the next step? 

 

TAKE ACTION.  Operational Risk Management should be a part of everything 
we do; however, without sharing the results of this risk assessment there is no 
awareness of the risks.  

 

Action Item #1:  Conduct operational risk briefings before every activity.  

Examples: If you are going to be working in a kitchen at an encampment, 
STOP. At the door, determine who is going to be working in the kitchen, and 

discuss the hazards. Until briefed on the hazards, no one else should be allowed 
in the kitchen.   

If you received a flight briefing from an FRO, before you depart, STOP. Have a 
risk briefing with your flight crew on the mission that details their duties and 

what the risks are associated with the mission. If you do not have your whole 
crew present, the flight does not  depart until this risk briefing is conducted. 

At encampments or other cadet activities, it is important to have a risk briefing 
at the beginning of the day with leaders to make adjustments to the daily 

training schedules for climate and/or other risks, but as you move to sub-
activities, STOP. Before you go onto the leadership reaction course, have  a 
discussion of what the objectives are, what the rules are, and what the safety 

risks are to create awareness. 

 

What is the next step? 
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ACCOUNTABILITY. If a member is demonstrating an “at risk” behavior, it is 
imperative that all members hold each other accountable. STOP. “KNOCK IT 

OFF.” CALL THE TIME OUT, but do not  walk past something that is not 
appropriate, because doing so says “It’s OK, great job, keep it up.”  While 

commanders are responsible for formal accountability, we are all responsible for 
accountability.  

 

Here’s the challenge. Concluding this review of FY10, are we ready to go into 

FY11 with a mindset that mishaps are going to occur and accept that change or 
emphasis is not required, or are you prepared to take the challenge to slow 

down just a bit, discuss the risks before each activity or sub-activity?  The 
prediction was made, it was spot on, as validated with the reactive data. 

Continue to be predictive, but do not  accept that 99 percent  is good enough. 
Three hundred thirty-seven members of CAP depend on you to ensure good 

decisions are made.  Remember that “SAFETY IS A HABIT THAT ONLY YOU CAN 
POSITIVELY CONTROL!” 
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The Way We ALWAYS Do It! A reprint from Sept 2010  

    Being a part of the safety organization is never boring because of the way 

60,000 members find ways to deviate from safety. The content provides 
laughter, drama, concern, sorrow, anger, and a learning lesson. What is the 

common root cause behind all our “stuff“? The common reason behind the 
continuing safety mishap rates is the answer, “This is the way we have ALWAYS 

done it.”  

With improved reporting and electronic analysis, the trends are easily 

identifiable. We see the trends around mishaps and share those in newsletters, 
safety alerts, and educational conference calls, and we still do it. 

Safety education and awareness are intended to create change. The 
safety department raises the risks to a new level and it is the responsibility of 

our members to take “action.”   

Action means “to do something”;  “to put something in motion”; “to make 
a difference”; and to not lose sight of other task options to get to an end result.  

    Remember:be willing to look at your options and be accountable.  Learn 
from each other; be educational; make a difference; and change behavior to be 

safe,  not to just go with the flow.  

 

Safety Surveys 

     Safety Surveys that are due to start on October 1st, were delayed until 
October 5th due to upgrades. Fundamentally, units will have to enter remarks 

for each survey question that is mark NO or N/A. For questions that are marked 
NO, an expected completion date also will be required.  Once surveys are 

approved by the Wing Commander or designee, they will still be able to be 
accessed by the unit to update and close the item for which all No’s are 

accounted.  

     This is a survey, but it is also a tool to help mitigate risk areas year to year. 

Once these the surveys are all approved, a report on the questions will be run 
to help the National Safety Team and CAP’s leaders understand what focus 

areas should be and what type of education is required for CAP’s members.  
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TECHNICIAN RATINGS 

When you are applying for a specialty track rating in Civil Air Patrol, it is 
representative of the quality of work you are capable of performing and each 

level of this speciality track comes with a higher level of expectation. Therefore,  
please turn in all applications for ratings in a typewritten format that can be 

attached electronically to an e-mail and submitted to safety@capnhq.gov.  The 
National Safety Officer has directed that all Master Specialty rating applications 

that are handwritten will not be accepted. Other than that, you should be 
perfect when you go to apply for this high level achievement. Congratulations in 

advance.  

 

BIRDSTRIKES 

See that attached AOPA bulletin on birdstrikes. Does your squadron or 
Wing have a birdstrike awareness plan? If so, please send a copy to 
safety@capnhq.gov.  

October Safety Stand-Down  

     From the article above on predictive versus reactive, for the safety stand-
down this year, it is suggested that a practical exercise be made using the 

attached ORM sheet.  

     Have each member of your unit pick a different task that CAP performs and 

actually complete an ORM worksheet. Then, taking this sheet, print a copy of 
the safety briefing card and demonstrate a risk briefing. Take turns. 

 

Mishaps 

 The following are based upon true stories. Resemblance of these events 

that may have occurred in a CAP unit near you are coincidental.  

VEHICLE 

 A solo operator of a CAP van experienced a personal medical health issue 

and was able to stop the vehicle without complete loss of control. Minor 
damage occurred to the van when it impacted a sign. A member medical 

follow-up was required before being allowed to operate CAP equipment. 

 A parked van was damaged by a deadfall limb out of tree that fell on the 
vehicle during high winds. The limb damaged the front left hood and front 

left quarter panel. This has been a concern a couple of times this year. It 
is recommended that vehicles parked outside be moved into a covered 

parking area when possible. 

mailto:safety@capnhq.gov
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 While backing up a large passenger van, the van backed into a private 
auto. Did you know there is a policy change that requires a spotter, when 

available, to be used when backing a CAP vehicle? It is highly 
recommended that the vehicle be pulled into a spot where it can depart 

driving forward. (There was a member available that could have 
marshalled this vehicle back.) 

 

AIRCRAFT 

 A rated pilot, flying solo, landed a C172 long and fast, braking action was 

insufficient to stop the aircraft before veering off into the grass at the end of 

the runway. The aircraft mainlanding gear tires were both flattened. The pilot 

was honest with his actions and his remedial education was landing and 

aborted landing training with a CAP flight instructor with a follow-up 

checkride.  

 

 A C172 landed with the student pilot on the brakes. Resulted in a flat left 

mainlanding gear. The student was honest about his actions and remedial 

education with his flight intructor was required.  

 A glider was damaged when a 3rd party powered lawn mower struck the 

leading edge of the parked glider turning the glider and bending the 
tailboom. Aircraft appears to be unrepairable. Orange safety cones with tie 

down ropes threaded through them could help improved aircraft visibility. 

 During manuevering on the ground for departure the aircraft propeller 

struck a barrel on the ground being used to mark the runway location in a 
temporary construction location. The was a situational awareness concern 

and a full review of the mishap was performed with the crew.  

 

BODILY INJURY 

The dominant risk trends with bodily injuries have been personal illness and 
pre-existing conditions. Please review the definitions above and discuss your 

processes for capturing information and how it is communicated to your Unit 
Activities Officer.  Fainting in formation still rises to the top of the list as a 
focus area.  
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Hear Our Thoughts, Hear Our Experiences  By Members of the Civil Air Patrol Nationwide 

Here are some of the words of wisdom often overlooked in our daily 
lives. Complacency can slide into our world in simple ways that we miss in 

the hustle and bustle of daily life.  Thank you for your submissions. If you 
have a practice or safety awareness topic to share, the instructions are in 

the January 2010 "Sentinel" for your reference. Keep in mind these are 
ideas, not CAP policy. 

Duane B 

Filkins  

KS-

061 

September 

2010 

As the cool weather approaches, remember to check your homes CO 
detector. CO is a colorless, odorless gas created by incomplete 

combustion. Gas furnaces, water heaters and fireplaces are common 
culprits. Should your alarm sound, call 9-1-1 and leave immediately. 

Your local fire department or gas utility will be able to determine 
when it is safe to re-enter. The onset of CO poisoning is very 

insidious: vague flu-like symptoms, headache, and changes in mental 

state. In worst case scenarios, coma and death can occur. The 
young, the old and your pets are usually the first affected. Many 

people complaining of similar symptoms should raise your index of 
suspicion.  

Kevin 
James 

Berry  

PA-

190 

September 

2010 

With the onset of the heating season, it is important to check the 

operational status of all carbon monoxide detectors at home, office, 

CAP building, etc. Any building with a combustion-type heat or 
cooking appliance should have a CO detector! All such detectors have 

test methods prescribed by  manufacturer; refer to the directions and 
be sure to note that the detector passes all prescribed tests, is 

mounted according to the instructions, and has a good power 

sources (a/c or batteries.) Since carbon monoxide is so dangerous, it 
is a good idea to have redundant CO detectors in living areas. Finally, 

check all combustion-type appliances for proper operation. Again, 
refer to manufacturer instructions. 

Corey Q 
Stohlquist  

IL-
001 

September 
2010 

It is recommended that CAP corporate ground vehicles be equipped 

with CO detectors commonly used in aircraft, to help prevent carbon 

monoxide poisioning.  

Robert L 

McGillem  

IN-

123 

September 

2010 

Fall is here and with it comes increased driver safety risks. Be careful 
when driving on wet leaves because  wet leaves can cause your 

vehicle to hydroplane. 

Thomas L 

Joneson  

NY-

402 

September 

2010 

The Civil Air Patrol should consider training of qualified observers to 

exercise emergency procedures and/or take control of the CAP 
aircraft and land it safely at the nearest airport.  

John C 

Wigginton 
III 

LA-
093 

September 
2010 

Fall is upon us and its time for winterizing your vehicles. If you live 

up north, it is recommended that you have a few blankets along with 
your other safety gear in case of being stranded in freezing temps. 

Michael L 

Greedy  

NV-

067 

September 

2010 

Add a field to "eServices, My Info, Contact" to record the web page 

and identity of a member’s Spot, Spider, radio amatuer or other 

personal locator beacon. Recording this information will provide CAP 
a first place to look if a member is over due or missing. 

Skyler B 

Alexander  

PA-

328 

September 

2010 

Pay attention to students in school zones and when they are getting 

on and off the school bus. 
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A picture is worth a 1000 words! 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Tenderized! 

 

 

…but where is “Toto?” 
 

(FY10 Safety Statistic: CAP has lost 2 FEMA trailers this year due to wind conditions) 
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Cement Planter “1” - - CAP Van “0” 
 

 

Congratulations! 

This year, the Safety Officer of the Year Award went to Don Johanson, the 

Rocky Mountain Region Safety Officer. The Paul W. Turner Award went to 
the UTAH Wing.   

 

Until Next Month  

Discover, report, stop, share, listen, and learn. The things we have 

read about in this issue already have happened, so you are not allowed 
to experience these for yourself. Remember to “Knock It Off” and slow 

down. For streaming dialogues on some subjects, remember CAP Safety 
is on Facebook and Twitter. Have a good month. 
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debris will probably be flying around. Wearing shatter-
resistant sunglasses will help avoid eye injury and keep 
your vision from being impaired by the slipstream.

If the bird hits one of the airfoils, it’s best to assume 
there’s damage. Slow down to maneuvering speed 
and maintain control as best you can while you as-
sess the situation. If the damage is significant, or you 
suspect it is, land as soon as practicable. Although 
you might be tempted to continue on to your destina-
tion, don’t be lulled into a false sense of security. You 
may not be able to see the extent of the damage, and 
pushing the flight further than necessary may cost you 
dearly. Don’t hesitate to declare an emergency, and 
don’t rule out an off-airport landing if you believe that 
the airframe has suffered major damage.

As the population of birds has increased in North 
America, so has the number of reported aircraft bird 
strikes. But in all of the data that is published, not 
much is said about how to handle one. Fortunately, a 
little preparation, common sense, and thoughtfulness 
can help you avoid a “fowled-up” flight. 

The Numbers
Despite the rise in bird strike reports, many collisions 
still go unreported; one estimate claims 60% of bird 
strikes never find their way to the FAA database. If that 
total is to be believed, over 145,000 strikes have oc-
curred since 1998.

But let’s face it: Numbers alone won’t prepare you for 
the actual event. So what should you do when you’re 
about to pick up an uninvited feathered passenger?  

Unlike an engine failure or a stall, an aircraft-meets-
bird event is not something that’s easily practiced. But 
preparation for the possibility can help.

If a collision with a bird is imminent, protect your eyes 
while maintaining situational awareness. Assume that 
any impact will result in a shattered windshield. Ex-
cuse the pun, but duck below the glare shield. Prepare 
yourself for a lot of confusion, but above all else, fly the 
airplane!  There will be a lot of wind and noise, and 

Number 9

Bird Strikes

Hello Birdie
On August 21, 1997, Southwest flight 1907 
was descending through 4000 feet msl when 
the Boeing 737 struck a “large bird.”  The 
force of the impact shattered the windshield 
and drove glass into the cockpit and forward 
galley. The captain and first officer landed the 
aircraft safely, but both crewmembers spent 
time that afternoon in the hospital having glass 
fragments removed.

http://www.asf.orgdebris
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bird migration routes. These four routes divide the 
United States fairly equally from east to west. The 
Atlantic Flyway parallels the East Coast while the 
Mississippi Flyway follows the Mississippi River and 
includes areas near the Great Lakes. The eastern 
edge of the Rocky Mountains is home to the Central 
Flyway and the Pacific Flyway routes itself along the 
West Coast. 

It’s also a good idea to limit flights over designated 
bird sanctuaries, and fly as high as practical. And 
tempting as it may be to make that low-level pass over 
the beach, remember that seagulls, pelicans and other 
waterfowl like to lay claim to that airspace.

Lastly, the AOPA online forums (http://forums.aopa.
org) are a good place for AOPA members to chat with 
pilots from all over the country. These pilots are great 
sources of local knowledge. 

If bird activity is high, should the flight be delayed?  
Probably not, but awareness is key; it’s hard to pre-
pare for an emergency situation you’ve never thought 
about.

Mitigate The Risks      
If you notice significant bird activity on the field as 
you are taxiing, consider asking airport personnel to 
disperse them. Some airports have remotely triggered 
cannons that are controlled by tower personnel and 
used specifically to scare off birds.

Switching on the landing light while taxiing makes 
you more visible to birds and gives them more time to 
vacate the area. Waiting a few more minutes may not 
be economical, but the cost of the extra fuel burned 
may be minimal compared to the cost of an insurance 
claim or worse.

Leveling off for the en route portion of flight doesn’t 
mean you’re out of the woods. Bird strikes have been 
reported above 10,000 feet agl. Should you encoun-

Upon landing, thoroughly inspect the airplane. If 
there’s any damage, have a mechanic look things over. 
You may be able to fly it back to your home airport, 
but don’t take any unnecessary chances.

Know Before You Go
Remember that whole ‘ounce of prevention’ axiom?  
Pay attention to available information prior to launch 
and en route; Notams may have been issued for bird 
activity.

If the destination field has an automated terminal 
information service (ATIS), give it a call before depart-
ing. If hazardous bird activity is high, the ATIS will 
report this. Or consider calling the FBO at your desti-
nation and asking them about birds on the field.

Geography may clue you in to potential bird activity. 
Birds tend to congregate in low-lying areas or marsh-
lands where food is more abundant. Landfills are also 
a big attraction for birds. Take these areas into account 
when scanning the sectional to determine if an airport 
is a likely candidate for excessive bird traffic. 

According to an FAA report on bird strikes, more 
collisions occur between July and October – prime 
migration time. Take extra care when flying dur-
ing these months, especially near one of the major 

On February 18, 2010, the pilot of a Cessna 
208B lined up for final approach into Sacra-
mento International Airport. About 300 feet 
agl, he felt something hit the airplane, and the 
aircraft rolled to the right. He recovered and 
managed to land, but upon inspecting the 
damage he found that some of the sheet metal 
had been ripped from the right wing, and saw 
puncture holes in the wing spar. The cause of 
the accident: a tundra swan that failed to yield 
the right of way to an aircraft on final approach.

http://www.asf.orgbird
http://forums.aopa.org
http://forums.aopa.org
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airport authority. They need to know this information 
to alert other pilots to the dangers. Reporting a bird 
strike can be done online at: http://wildlife-mitigation.
tc.faa.gov

Keep in mind that some bird strikes may require 
a report to the NTSB. 49 CFR  Part 830, or “NTSB 
830,” states that an immediate report should be filed 
if a required crewmember is unable to perform their 
duties due to injury, or a flight control system fails or 
malfunctions, among other reasons. 

References:
AIM 7-4-2
http://wildlife.pr.erau.edu/BASH90-08.pdf
http://www.aopa.org/asf/safety_topics.html#bird
http://www.birdstrike.org

ter a bird and a collision seems imminent, begin an 
immediate climb. Birds, when threatened, have a 
tendency to dive. But don’t pull back so suddenly that 
you induce a stall. 

Studies reveal that more strikes occur during the 
approach and landing phases of flight. Most general 
aviation airports are built in areas that allow for a large 
field of vision, and while that works to a pilot’s ad-
vantage, it also appeals to birds that can see potential 
predators from greater distances than in other loca-
tions. Birds also find refuge on airport equipment – 
approach lights, for example. 

Don’t fly the approach any faster than necessary. 
Speed plays a larger role in the amount of damage 
from a bird strike than the mass of the bird does. 
While you may not be able to control the size of the 
bird approaching you, you can control how fast you 
hit it. Striking a 4-pound bird will inflict less damage at 
80 knots than at 100 knots.

Finally, a go-around is always a good idea if the land-
ing zone is unsafe. Don’t assume that birds will get out 
of your way as you approach them. 

On The Ground
The FAA does not require pilots to complete bird 
strike reports—but you should. It’s fast, easy, and it 
may help other pilots in the future. If the strike hap-
pened near an airport, also be sure to also notify the 
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Operational Risk Management Worksheet 
      Conditions Assessment of Activity:  

    
ACTIVITY:                                                         

 
Date:  

   
             STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 & 4 STEP 5 STEP 6  

ANALYZE THE 
ASSESS THE RISKS 

ANALYZE THE 
RISKS 

  
HAZARDS                     

& DECIDE HOW 
TO  

IMPLEMENT RISK 
CONTROLS SUPERVISE 

                      CONTROL THEM     

                            

Brainstorm How likely is the How severe Rack & stack Control Options Turn Controls Into Monitor & Tweak 

  hazard? would it be?   Which would you use? Good habits   
List all potential 
hazards. 
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  What would you do?     

The order you list them   1.   Engineer What do you need to keep in mind What symptoms of  

does not matter. First, look at the risk 2.   Guard as you implement each? success or inefficiency 

  matrix to determine 
3.   Improve Task 
design   

 might there be for 
each risk? 

  the risk level. 4.   Limit Exposure   
     5.   Select Personnel     

  
Second, list the 

risks 6.   Train & Educate     

  
under the 
corresponding 7.   Warn     

  risk level. 8.   Motivate     

    9.   Reduce Effects     

    10. Rehabilitate     
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